2001 s500

ANY vw mechanic can work on your benz. I have owned my car since , it currently has , mile
runs as new, everything works. Maintenance is a must- after warranty never never take to a MB
dealer - find an independant shop that work on MB's. The car drives better than the new S, just
missing the technology of the newer car, but rides and handles much better. I bought my S with
8, miles back in , and it presently has , miles on it. I have been generally happy with the vehicle.
Once your Mercedes warranty runs out, the service departments at Mercedes dealers are
forever trying to recommend unnecessary repairs to the vehicle. The dealers are constantly
looking to fabricate repairs to bill to the extended warranty company. Most, if not all of these
repairs are unnecessary. The Mercedes dealers make the ownership experience miserable. Stay
away from them and you'll do fine. I bought my car with 50k on it. It now has 75k so I fell I know
the car pretty good. Also the radiator fan motor bought fan onling and a fuse for the left side of
the car electronics not happy about that. Also some rust at seams of the body. If you are unable
to do some work yourself and dont like car repair bills by a lexus or bmw. This car is nice to ride
in, very comfortable. A bmw is a nice car to drive. Great pick up for a big car. Timeless look. I
purchased this vehicle used in October of So far, it has been expensive to maintain but it has
been well worth it. This is truly an outstanding car. I've owned Porsche, Lexus, Audi, Infiniti and
this is by far the best. The ride quality is superb and it doesn't compromise handling. The
navigation system works well, but it only has major roads mapped in smaller towns or suburbs.
I also really wish the CD player was in the dash. This car's size and countless safety features
make you feel very secure. The command system takes some getting used to but isn't overly
complicated. The interior is huge and very comfortable. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the S-Class. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. No other car compares Items per page:.
Write a review See all S-Classes for sale. Sponsored cars related to the S-Class. Sign Up.
Whatever luxury carmakers say, the S-Class remains their bogey. Even though BMW , Audi ,
Lexus , Jaguar , and the rest work hard to carve out reputations and brand values for their
flagship sedans, most buyers aspire to, or at least strongly identify with, the big Benz. The
previous version, however, had become out of touch by the end of its production life in too slab
sided, not very sporty, a little over the top. The new-for S-Class changed all that, and it's been a
freight-train sales success ever since. We waited until year two to order our One-Year tester, as
that's when Mercedes first offered its AMG-designed Sport Package: a worthy cross between a
standard S-Class and the limited-edition 5. What does that extra five grand for the Sport
Package deliver? Although there are no suspension changes per se, there's a huge handling
benefit gained by going from the standard inch rolling stock to those snarky looking inch AMG
Monoblock alloys and upgraded Michelin rubber. The revised front and rear fascias make the
car look sportier and more modern. Even though the S-Class had been out awhile by the time
our car arrived, it never failed to draw admiring glances and comment. The key--or more
correctly, multi-function, infrared encoded fob--to this thing didn't sit still for a minute. Whether
it was commuting chores, date night out, or long-haul vacation travel, the S-Class delivered as a
top-flight, full-size luxury sport sedan and was in high demand. Other high points are
three-position adjustable damping that yielded a noticeable ride difference between soft, firm,
and sport, plus a five-speed automatic transmission that always seemed to be in the right gear
at the right time--not something you can always say about a Mercedes. Rock-solid high-speed
stability is, however, something you can usually say about a Mercedes, and the S S proved no
exception. The controls are anything but intuitive: You turn a knob and naturally expect it to
adjust something like the radio volume , but instead, it scrolls through one or another program
menu. The sound system itself is good, but not up to the level expected of this car's sticker.
And why no six-CD changer in the dash? High marks for the Distronic adaptive cruise control; it
takes a while to trust that the system will back off the throttle or even apply the brakes when a
car looms too closely ahead. But once you do have confidence in it, it makes cruise mode that
much more safe and relaxing. The upmarket seats also drew high praise; they heat, they cool,
they massage, and they're dumbbell-easy to adjust, thanks to those seat-shaped switches on
the door panel. Even in the '60s, Mercedes advertised its "orthopedically designed seating" and
these chairs certainly earned that title. We wish, however, that the window switches weren't so
far down on those door panels. One editor was surprised, in this day and age of computerized
key fobs, that he could actually lock the key in the trunk Mercedes-Benz Tele Aid Emergency
roadside assistance to the rescue. Our car proved a paragon of reliability. Mercedes'
scheduled-maintenance plan covered everything for the all-too-short period of time we had it.
We also requested a brake inspection due to some minor squeaking, but everything was fine. A
rear taillight bulb blew out and was replaced free of charge under warranty. The only thing that
ever broke was that most-American of interior devices, the console cupholder. It just split neatly
in half and also was replaced under warranty. The FSS alerted us to the need for another oil

change, new wiper blades, and other miscellaneous inspections at just under 19, miles, covered
under scheduled care. It's true that any of several other luxury sedans cost either a little or a lot
less. Either way, if you can afford to fly First Class, the Mercedes S-Class should easily satisfy
as your carrier of choice. Although body shells and the basic design haven't changed, colors,
bumper treatments, wheels, interior trim, safety gear, and equipment levels have been shuffled
and upgraded. The big news comes in the way of power, and lots of it: S and S engine offerings
remain the same, but the Vpowered S gets a boost courtesy of the Maybach development
program in the form of a twin-turbocharged engine cranking out velvety horsepower. The S55
AMG also gets locomotive-like boost, via supercharged, intercooled V-8 horsepower and lb-ft of
torque. No significant changes are planned for ' From the Logbook "To call this state-of-the-art
is an understatement. I couldn't help feeling like an important head-of-state type driving this
thing as it massaged my bum, took my temp, and gave me directions to the U. It feels, smells,
and looks expensive. Quite impressive, except for the preflight jitters its style instrument panel
elicits. Seems odd to say, but there's a good value message here. While many of the controls
are counter-intuitive, the feel is that of unmistakable luxury. The engine is close to perfect,
though the car's many systems issue up a lot of whirs, buzzes, clicks, and pump noises.
Impressive in every way. Lexus and Infiniti have come up with a few more electro- doodads, and
the big Jag still speaks elegance, but the S-Class is still 'It. The seats make me want to drive
from Los Angeles to Boston just for chowder. This may be the second-best luxury sport sedan
around--as only the S55 AMG is better. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. All this after i had driven 68 Miles one in rush hour traffic oy. They told me the car went to
auction. They were very responsive ,friendly and honest about everything i asked! The
dealership is very small but a good place to find a hidden deal! Very quick and the best car
buying experience I have ever had. I will always recomend this place. The owner and his wife
were super nice. Best experience on car lots ever called 4 days in advance saved vehicle so we
could look. Big thing is he remembered the call we placed. Only car lot lot I have been to in
years that was back to the good ole days of trust and straight to the point. In and out in under 3
hrs try that somewhere else they hold you all day. Excellent from the time I called to inquiry
about the car until I signed the paperwork. I loved the car and felt comfortable in the dealership
and will also get all the service work done here. Highly recommended. They were very
helpful,knowledgeable and pleasant!!! They fix cars of all types so I felt they knew what they
were talking about with regards to this one. I am still thinking about buying it but the mileage
and condition causes me a little concern at the price stated. All and all worth going to see the
BMW. Did not honor the price of the vehicle. Gave me price on the Bentley I went to the bank.
Then they go back up on the price. I am very pleased with my interactions and purchase
experience at Drive Auto Sales. Rennie was top notch in his professionalism, knowledge and
communication. He was also very personable and friendly. I'm very pleased with my purchase. I
believe I got a great car at a great price! Thanks Rennie!! Although I didn't buy the vehicle of
interest, Bob had excellent customer service, good ommunication, great attitude, and
comprehension of features offered by Chevy Silverado LT. Definitely a good place to go to for a
vehicle purchase. MD Motors is a very well run organization. I was very impressed with their
staff which handled the paper work regarding the sale. I purchased a vehicle and have been
very satisfied with it. I definitely would recommend them to anyone. I went to test drive the car,
had to jump start battery being empty sitting so long. Clean car, but asking too much. They did
not accept my offer. I bought another Saab same day from a private sale. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. Private Seller: Breyane. Marina, CA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Burleson, TX Message Seller. So very excited and fun to drive. The S
4Matic has well engineered features and represents good value with a v-8 engine, which is
missing in later model Mercedes short of the AMG version. Love the car and the features. Why
Use CarGurus? Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the S-Class.
Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive Transmission 5-speed shiftable
automatic. Fuel tank capa
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city Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power mirrors yes Reverse tilt
passenger mirror provides curb view when vehicle in reverse yes 4 one-touch power windows
yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation clock yes
external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions 14
-way power passenger seat yes bucket front seats yes multi-level heating driver seat yes Front
leg room Driver seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes 14 -way power driver seat yes
leather yes Front head room Front hip room Rear Seat Dimensions Rear head room Rear hip
Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Length Curb weight lbs. Gross weight
lbs. Height Wheel base Width Sponsored cars related to the S-Class. Suspension four-wheel
independent suspension yes. Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 4
yr. Roadside Unlimited yr. See S-Class Inventory. Sign Up. Java Charcoal Shell Ash Oyster.

